INVOCATION: We Give Praise and Gratitude to the ‘I AM’ Presence and The Power of
Infinite Light that holds the Perfect Dominion NOW over the Whole of the Earth. We
Praise in Loving Song throughout the Heavens with the Angelic Host Heavenly Choirs
for this Infinite Love and Light Calling unto Itself the unascended One’s Who Are Now
Aligning Consciously with this Mighty Governing, All Pervading Grace through
Compassion, Honesty through Truth and Resurrection of Life through Love In Action.
We Give Praise and Thanks for the Voice of Mankind being Projected throughout the
multiverses for anything that is Constructive, benevolent and with the Intentions to
Divinely Manifest Perfection on Earth. Blessed Be The ‘I AM’ Presence who Projects
Itself in Light and Sound through the Human Individualized Expression of God! ‘I AM’
The Perfection of this Mighty Victory!
Beloved Brothers and Sisters, Esteemed Members of this Alliance Council and All Our
Dear Friends and Colleagues, who Work so tirelessly upon the Ships that Support God
Life within the Multiverses around this Mighty Focal Point of Life, Beloved Mother Gaia.
I begin this Discourse by opening up an avenue, that will eventually turn into a Multilane Carriageway in both directions, if understood from both the Human and
Intergalactic standpoint! For this is not all about just the Evolution of a Human Race,
but the Evolution of hundreds of thousands of Human Star Races. And I tell you not,
anything that is not already in your awareness.
I wish to share this with any Star Nation that is presently unaware of what is unfolding
upon Earth right now for the Benevolence of all 250,000 Human Races around the
Cosmos, who have a Christed Vested Interest in the Evolution of Humanity herein!
In 2011, an unascended human being who had a dream entered a conversation with
his own God-Self, seeking clarity of his thoughts, so he could help make a difference to
this Earth, and all sentient lifestreams upon and within it!
There came a reply from the ‘I AM’ Within him that said:
“This is your Home, it is where I dwell within you. It is where your God Mother places
Her Infinite arms around you and nurtures you beyond measure as I do also. Beyond
Measure My Son, Beyond All Measure! You wish to be a grounding staff? Then be it
with all your Might! With All My Might! With All Our Mighty Power!
“These Councils which you have created in the past and have further desire to co-create
again are just the beginning, for you are not limited to this Earth Realm. You have never

been and will never be. Like so many more of My Sons and Daughters who are just
beginning to discover their own Alliances with Me and All of My Other Creations, they
too will turn themselves upside down and see Heaven as being Earth and not Earth as
separate from Me. I Created this Realm, so that I could see for Myself How Grand My
Creations can Be when realized through Their own efforts and desires. My Children, all
Human Beings have come a long way, first with all the connections intact with Me and
then from a place where all their connections were forgotten, as if severed. Yet I have
waited and watched and Served each of you without a moment away. My Graciousness
has been your Guiding Grace!
“Go ahead with your desire to connect with the Life Forms that are Heaven Bound and
help them to touch the Earth in the ways that They desire, that I desire All My Creations
to do! They could not have done this before now, because there were no humans ready
to receive My Love, Grace, Knowledge and Understanding Through Them. Humanity is
not the only Creation of Mine that is Evolving. Every Level of every Density in every Solar
System, Galaxy and Universe is doing the same. Humanity is not the lowest form of Life,
yet it is the only form that I chose to allow to stretch itself beyond all its own perceived
limitations.” End Excerpt.
And so taking this Counsel to Heart, something miraculous happened, a Christ Council
was formed with an unascended being sitting upon the Council as the Chairperson!
Now that, from a Christ Consciousness perspective, is rather an unusual situation and
it could be said it breaks the Cosmic Laws in many ways. But I tell you, this unascended
being was following the Law of the Circle, albeit unbeknown by him at the time! I Know
because I sat within that Council Myself to oversee his every thought, his words and his
every action. The procedures and gatherings from a human perspective were not
perfect by any means, nor were the projections of his dreams, for how could they be
when viewed from within a veiled realm where Higher Truth and Higher Vantage Points
could not be seen to properly Validate and Qualify putting his Love into Action.
So day by day, week by week, month by month, year by year he has persisted returning
unto himself not only other likeminded unascended beings, but the entire 7 Spheres of
Heaven, indeed all Higher Intelligent Beings. That is all but the Intergalactic Federations
of Light! Was this an oversight on his part? Perhaps! The Truth is it never entered his
mind. He had no conscious consideration of ever calling forth, the Galactic Federations
of Light into the Elemental Grace Alliance Council! Beloved Ashtar and Sananda, you
know this person, for he has worked with you before within another High Council where
he and his Earth Brother caught us all on the back foot with his last endeavour!

So I want to clarify this situation for all concerned, so there can be no misunderstanding
and no misalignment to the Truth of this situation between any unascended beings who
follow the Cosmic Laws and who do not always see things from the Vantage Point that
We can All See! Let me come straight to the point!
The New World Servers upon the Planet today are being Guided not to intervene or get
caught up in any sort of consciousness that shall hold themselves within any sort of
incarnational loop of any fixed Mind Consciousness. We have gone to a great deal of
effort repeatedly within the Elemental Grace Alliance specifically, but in general across
the world, where the entirety of the Transmissions that come from within the Sacred
White Fire Light Electronic Belt, where any mention was made of the Galactic Fleets,
ET’s or even other Star Nations, for this Journey for this New Adam/Lilith Kadmon
Human Race Seeds of Consciousness, needs to focus ALL their Heart and Mind upon
that Consciousness that surpasses the first Nine Dimensional Realms.
Never have I ever mentioned the Galactics or Star Nations in any of My I Am Discourses.
Nowhere, in the EGA Discourses are there any mention of any detail of ET’s, Higher
Intelligence’s that reside upon Space Craft. Ascended Masters who share their ‘I AM
Presence with the unascended human Disciples, Initiates or Students will ever be given
such information unless they specifically ask for it and even then, We will clarify Our
Standpoint upon these matters with Great Due Diligence.
For example;
In the EGA’s last Proposal to clean-up the Fukushima spills, with three Discourses given,
this Proposal about the nuclear clean-up, there was little specified focus to the Galactic
connection. Not because you were not important, nor a Great Force to be able to
interact with the ground teams, but there is a Higher Focus HERE that We MUST at all
cost keep as the priority needed. Here is what I shared!
“In closing I say to you, as the question implies the use of interaction through those of
the Galactic Federation, we would highly encourage you to use their Services for two
reasons:
• Because you have not yet arrived at the potential of utilizing your own Full Powers
of Cognitive Heart Knowing or the Understanding and Use of the Cosmic Laws in
full.

• Because these Dear Souls have the Technologies available to quickly and
effectively achieve what you may at present be unable to use due to your present
Diameters of Energetic Circle Influences.
“The Galactic Federation and Those Whom are Aligned to it, are Highly Evolved Beings
of Light and if one goes through the correct channels to Them, they will just as the Law
of the Circle Works in Divine Consciousness, They too will respond with Direct, effective
and efficient results. These Beloved Ones have Technologies at their disposal that We
highly approve of for the use to assist in the cleaning up of the Planet THROUGH YOU
Dear Humans.
“However, in saying all this, these are interim measures and We would advocate that
each one of you continue to Work upon your Vibrational Frequencies and Light
Quotients, so that such Technologies will no longer be required within this Ascension
Program for Human Life here on Planet Earth.
“This is a time Dear Hearts to really come to terms with your Higher Work and how it is
unfolding at every turn, but none more so than your own Direct Link to Divine
Consciousness yourself.” End Excerpt.
So in short, the failure to have achieved Qualified results from the human standpoint
was due to not going through the Correct Channels as is required by Cosmic Law. No
petition was ever applied for and so there was a learning curve here that has now been
learned and through this Alliance having Qualified the Intentions within this Proposal,
and I see this Proposal now goes far beyond the previous one, as Beloved Brother
Serapis Bey says, ‘The Mighty Victory shall be its result’. But not before a Grant is given
by the Karmic Board of Directors to extend any previous Agreements!
Let Me change the subject a little to explain how We the Masters look upon Our Human
Brothers and Sisters on Ground Zero, if I may use this term.
Beloved Hearts, We the Ascended Masters deal with Reality! We deal with
Authenticity, Truth, Veracity and Actuality in everything whereby human opinion or any
amount of money has no bearing! The ‘Reality of Life’ is the thing We are concerned
with, and what We Call into Greater Activity through mankind is Our Only True Focus.
Every human being who will give the ‘I AM’ Presence their attention first, then if they
care to direct their attention to Us, one of Us, or the Many, We Come with Our Mighty
Light Rays being sent forth to those unascended beings to enfold everyone and hold
them in the Great Balance of Life, until Their Call will produce such Perfection that We

the Ascended Ones are no longer needed in Our Present Authorities. For then, Our
Authorities have become Their Authorities.
I refer here to the EGA Divine Forcefield, because it is an outstanding thing in Life;
When they chose to go forth and carry out the Work of the Father, they were never
offered a penny! Most are all in debt of some kind or another, scratching enough to
make a living, but they have learned and continue to learn to give Me and the Other
Brothers and Sisters of the Ascended Host their Joyous Obedience as best they can.
There has never been a question that has been asked how will all this Divine Plan come
about! They just get up in the morning and go forward; and billions of others upon the
planet on and off the Planets can see the results of their efforts to date!
I could release to them right now millions of pounds in actual physical cash, but that
would not be of any benefit to them not right now. It would help them to go forward
more quickly, but their ‘Application to Life’ in the seeming necessities remains and that
is what is moving them closer to their Mighty Freedom. Their ‘Applications to Life’ are
the only thing that will ever give anyone their Freedom. Even if one had billions of
pounds; unless their ‘Applications to God’ rather than to self, they will never know what
Happiness, Peace, and Freedom are.
I can take the seemingly most lowly among mankind with the least finances or personal
property, and if they will only but give their ‘I AM’ Presence or the Masters Exact
Obedience as the EGA is doing, I can make them the greatest success in the shortest
time that anyone has ever seen. That is the ‘Application of Life’, but that is only a
fragmentary part, of the equation Dear Ones.
The success of physical Life is beautiful, most worthy; but the Perfection of oneself is a
thousand times more valuable than all the wealth one can accumulate about them.
They can have it in the harmonizing of themselves, a very natural activity. ‘The Law of
Life’ will produce success for them in spite of anything they can do, if they are
harmonious enough and remain so. The very ‘Law of Life’ will direct them into the
Perfect Activity that their Stream of Life wants them to have, if they are harmonious
enough. That is how the Great Law of Life is so simple.
Now, the reason for that is this; if they felt that everything they are, ever hope to be, or
have, must come through their feeling world! There is no other place it can come.
Therefore, it is imperative for their feeling world to be harmonious long enough for Life
to have washed out, as it were, of their physical bodies and feeling world all discord and
all imperfection. When enough of that has been done, then the Power of Life will flow
forth. It will seem to be a perfectly natural thing, but with a Power they cannot conceive

of today. Only by actual experience can they prove this Great Law, and only by
Application will It find Its out-picturing for them. How do they do that? I have said
many times now, the quickest and most secure way to achieved this is through Divine
Service! True Communication with their ‘I AM’ Presence is their Mighty Victory to
become Free!
Remember this Expansion of the Light is educational, It is powerful; and while one is
dealing with the ‘I AM’ Presence, the Power of Life, It is a Law, not a religion. It is the
Mightiest Activity of Life; therefore It is the only thing that will cause the religions of the
World to survive, as they come to understand the ‘Presence of Life’ Individualized.
The Great Cosmic Light Projected by these Great Beings from the Central Focus for this
System of Planets is taking Its Command. And the people who give Obedience to that,
will find first will come the Freedom of America; then the rest of the World will follow.
Therefore, as mankind gives attention to the Presence of Life first, then to these Great
Beings of Life, there will pour forth to them these Mighty Light Rays that will hold them
in the Perfect Balance of Life. As they give obedience by harmony in their feelings,
everything will come into Divine Order in their Stream of Life and the activity that is
required there. Remember, in that Stream of Life flowing into any person is Love,
Wisdom, and Power in balanced form. When they Call their Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence
into action, that same Love, Wisdom, and Power is acting in balanced form; then they
will understand why It can produce such gigantic results for them.
I Am telling you all this, so that the unascended beings now upon the planet, and soon
to arrive, who are connecting more effectively through their ‘I AM’ is changing, not only
this Earth, but far beyond anything anyone can appreciate right now! Do not
underestimate an unascended ‘human being’, they are as Powerful as God Him/Herself
when they set their Hearts and Mind to that KNOWING and are in the Absolute
Obedience to Their Own ‘I AM’ Presence!
May the Powers of Eternal Light Bless All Mankind and enfold them in Its Mighty
Presence, Its Directing Intelligence, Its Invincible Protection, and hold them sustained
in the Purity and Perfection of Life forever. I Give God Thanks!
I charge the mental and emotional world of humanity with Our Eternal, Active Presence
of Divine Love, manifest everywhere in the hearts and minds of mankind. In the Name,
in the Power, in the Love of that Eternal Light and Perfection of the Universe, I send
forth the Consuming, Purifying Flame throughout the earth, Freeing mankind,

controlling the feelings of mankind, and holding them in the Governing Presence and
Perfection of Divine Love, now and forever. With all the Love of My Being.
‘I AM’ St. Germain

